The transcription factor gene FOXC1 exhibits a limited role in primary congenital glaucoma.
Primary congenital glaucoma (PCG) is an autosomal recessive disorder that has been linked to CYP1B1 mutations. This study was conducted to explore the role of FOXC1, which is involved in anterior segment dysgenesis, in PCG. An earlier screening for CYP1B1 in a clinically well-characterized PCG cohort (n = 301) revealed cases that were either homozygous (n = 73), compound heterozygous (n = 18), or heterozygous (n = 41) for the mutant allele, whereas the remaining (n = 169) did not harbor any mutation. Hence, FOXC1 was screened in 210 PCG cases who were either heterozygous (n = 41) or did not harbor any CYP1B1 mutation (n = 169), along with ethnically matched normal control subjects (n = 157) by resequencing the entire coding region. Two heterozygous missense (H128R and C135Y) and three frame shift mutations (g.1086delC, g.1155del9bp, and g.1947dup25bp) were observed in FOXC1 in 5 (2.38%) of 210 cases. The missense mutations had a de novo origin in two sporadic cases, whereas the FOXC1 deletions were seen in two cases that were also heterozygous for the CYP1B1 allele (R368H). The parents of the proband with g.1086delC were heterozygous for either the FOXC1 or CYP1B1 alleles. The unaffected mother of the proband with the g.1155del9bp was heterozygous for both the FOXC1 and CYP1B1 alleles; the father harbored only the FOXC1 allele. Familial segregation of the g.1947dup25bp could not be performed because of the unavailability of DNA from one parent. Except for the g.1155del9bp (0.95% normal chromosomes), all the other variations were absent in the control subjects. The present study indicates a limited role of FOXC1 in PCG pathogenesis.